Productivity – Process Automation
Assessing automation in your SAP systems

SAP systems and IT contribute a great
deal to an organization’s success by
automating a major part of business
processes. But the degree of automation
– and so, the level of productivity – often
varies widely from process to sub-process
and from one part of the organization to
another. Automation and productivity are
key indicators of efficiency and can reveal
strengths and weaknesses in the

company’s structure.
The Workflow analysis helps you examine
the efficiency of your workflows based on
a usage analysis of your live system,
particularly embedded processes. It
investigates automated processes (or
parts of processes) for the use of
workflow definitions, executed workflows
and specific work items.

> YOUR NEED

• To evaluate your system’s efficiency with respect to automation of embedded
processes
• To ferret out and delete superfluous workflow data to boost transparency in your
workflow landscape
• To clean up workflow templates to create workflows
• To pinpoint bottlenecks, disruptions to flow and delayed workflows
• To check whether your workflows can be integrated into your business processes

> OUR SERVICE

• Examines workflows (workflow definitions, executed workflows and work items)
• Evaluates the integration of automated processes (in development)
• Assesses the process automation of embedded workflows (in development)
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> Excerpt from the RBE Plus Browser:
The picture shows the scorecard of
process automation and details of
the workflow analysis

> YOUR BENEFIT

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Offers time-saving preparation of a workflow analysis
Accelerates and facilitates identification of weak points in workflows
Uses assessment criteria that are objective and replicable
Prioritizes process corrections for failure-prone workflows
Identifies low-hanging fruits
Suggests persuasive arguments for user departments
Delivers a documented basis for making decisions about the routine execution of
processes via workflows - it can be edited and used for presentations

RBE and RBE Plus are registered trademarks of IBIS Prof. Thome AG.
SAP, SAP ERP, and SAP Solution Manager are brands or registered trademarks of SAP SE in Germany and other countries
worldwide.
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